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This online curriculum-linked educational resource aims to help teachers and students in primary 
schools investigate and understand more about the Australian dairy industry. The objectives of the 
educational resource are to:

INTRODUCTION

•  support Dairy Australia in expanding awareness 
about the dairy industry in Australia by engaging and 
informing teachers and students about the role and 
importance of the industry in the Australian economy, 
environment and wider community;

•  provide resources on the Discover Dairy website 
dairy.edu.au/discoverdairy, which help build 
leadership skills amongst teachers and students 
in communicating about the dairy industry and its 
farming families in Australia;

•  develop education resources that can be used across 
Australian schools that provide practical teaching 
advice that supports efforts to teach about the 
nutritious food the dairy industry produces;

•  educate school students on the dairy industry’s 
approach to raising healthy and ethically produced 
animals using innovative and sustainable 
management practices;

•  demonstrate to students that everyone can consider 
careers in the dairy industry and along the supply 
chain of dairy products;

•  develop engaging learning programs using an inquiry 
process aligned to the Australian Curriculum; and

•  develop in school communities, an integrated dairy 
industry education program that emphasises the 
relationship between the dairy industry, individuals, 
communities, the environment and our economy.

These online curriculum-linked educational resources 
provide practical support to teachers and students 
learning about food and fibre production and primary 
industries in schools. 
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THE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCE

This educational resource is a unit of work that  
uses an inquiry-based and integrated approach  
to learning. 

The unit uses a student-centred interactive teaching and 
learning approach. It makes extensive use of student’s 
own questions and investigations. It uses a teaching 
and learning model based on the current philosophy 
that scientific knowledge is a social construction, 
highlighting how people’s ideas and explanations create 
new knowledge. The teaching and learning model is also 
based on the idea that learning is a process of personal 
construction and reconstruction of ideas, rather than the 
absorption of a hierarchy of taught facts and concepts.

In practical terms, this means that teachers are 
not seeking to instil in students a selection of 
understandings, but are teaching and supporting them 
to experience and use creative ways of thinking to 
develop understandings of things around them.

Throughout this educational resource the emphasis is 
on providing teachers with suggestions and possibilities. 
The interactive teaching and learning approach uses the 
‘solution fluency’ through six phases: Define; Discover; 
Dream; Design; Deliver and Debrief. The phases of the 
model are based on the 21st Century Fluencies created 
by Crockett et al. (2011).

The 21st Century Fluencies are outlined extensively in 
the book ‘Literacy Is Not Enough’ by Crockett et al. (2011). 
See globaldigitalcitizen.org

These fluencies are:

  Define: The ‘Define ’phase begins with lessons 
that mentally engage students with a challenge, 
problem, question and task. This phase captures 
their interest, provides an opportunity for them 
to express what they know about the topic and 
understandings being developed, and helps them 
to make connections between what they know and 
the new ideas. 

  Discover: The ‘Discover’ phase includes activities in 
which they can explore, investigate, research, read, 
discuss, gather, organise and compare knowledge 
and data. They grapple with the challenge, 
problem, question or phenomenon and describe it 
in their own words. This phase provides a context 
and enables students to acquire a common set 
of experiences that they can use to help each 
other make sense of the new knowledge or 
understandings.

  Dream: The ‘Dream’ phase enables students to 
imagine and develop possible solutions and 
explanations for the challenge, problem, question 
and task they have experienced. The significant 
aspect of this phase is that the students’ 
explanations follow substantive conversations 
and higher order thinking experiences.

  Design: The ‘Design’ phase provides opportunities 
for students to apply what they have learned 
to new situations, to map production processes 
and so develop a deeper understanding of the 
challenge, problem, question or phenomenon. 
It is important for students to extend explanations 
and understanding using and integrating different 
modes such as diagrammatic images, written 
language and media.

  Deliver: The ‘Deliver’ phase has two stages – 
production and publication or presentation. In the 
production phase the task comes to life – this is the 
doing phase. At the end of this phase, the student 
task should be completed. Next, they present or 
publish their work sample to an audience.

  Debrief: The ‘Debrief’ phase provides an opportunity 
for students to revisit, review and reflect on their 
own learning and new understanding and skills. 
This is also when students provide evidence for 
changes to their understanding, beliefs and skills.

Source: Solution Fluency globaldigitalcitizen.org
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Throughout this educational resource the emphasis is on 
providing teachers with ideas and activities that enable 
them to:

•  provide a supportive classroom environment by 
valuing what students already know; meeting 
individual and collective needs; providing scaffolding 
and supporting all students to be successful.

•  be a resource person by collecting resources and 
materials; and suggesting strategies for investigation.

•  be a fellow investigator by advising on appropriate 
investigations; modelling ways of learning and 
identifying learning opportunities.

•  challenge students’ ideas and learning strategies by 
encouraging further inquiry; providing the stimulus 
for investigating real life situations, alternative 
viewpoints and empowering students to investigate 
and respond to a challenge, task or project 
(commonly called ‘Project-Based Learning’).

•  co-evaluate what students know, can do and 
understand; using a range of assessment strategies 
including self assessment and peer assessment; 
negotiated assessment tasks, learning logs, 
observation and conferencing. (Note The unit of 
work contains a ‘Student Task’ which is well suited 
for assessment, as it is the summation of the work 
undertaken by the students in the unit of work).

The unit of work has been designed as a sustained 
sequence of activities based on the content descriptions 
of the Australian Curriculum identified in Year 5 and 
Year 6 in Design and Technologies and in Science.

Note that in each fluency phase, several activities are 
suggested from which teachers are encouraged to select 
the most appropriate for their purposes. Not all activities 
in each stage of the unit need to be used. Alternatively, 
teachers may adapt, modify, add to or complement the 
suggested activities with ideas to suit the needs of the 
students with whom teachers are working.

Also note, digital tools including YouTube videos and 
apps are utilised in the unit, both for the teacher and 
students’ use. The unit also offers options for how the 
unit can be implemented in high-, low-, and no-tech 
environments. Teachers’ decisions will need to be based 
on what technology is readily available in their teaching 
environment. Students may also have many ideas on 
the digital tools they might wish to use in their work 
samples too!
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Year levels – Year 5 & 6

This is a unit with six sequences about Australian dairy 
farmers who do lots of things to care for the environment 
and maintain healthy farms and healthy cows. 

This unit aims to help teachers and students in primary 
schools, discover sustainable resource management 
practices involved on Australian dairy farms, to ensure 
the growth and survival of their dairy cows and pastures. 

It also introduces and explores concepts of farming 
more sustainably, as students are given an insight into 
ways farmers are committed to managing their land, 
water, biodiversity, and waste responsibly, reducing 
greenhouse gases and protecting natural resources 
for future generations. 

As the unit progresses, the emphasis shifts to 
investigating how scientific understandings and 
developments in technology and innovation are 
changing  farming practices. 

Students are encouraged to consider practices used 
by dairy farmers, and be part of the process of 
understanding, documenting and communicating 
the industry’s farm practices.

Having explored some ways Australian dairy farmers 
care for the environment, maintain healthy farms and 
healthy cows, including the use of increased scientific 
knowledge and developments in technology, students 
are then introduced to the challenges of a changing 
climate and are asked to investigate strategies used by 
the dairy industry to deal with climate variability.

Students also need to think about how to update the 
dairy industry and communicate all of the new ideas and 
innovations which are used in sustainable dairy farming, 
in these changing times.

Finally, the students are encouraged to communicate 
solutions for improved sustainability in the dairy industry.

THE LEARNING PROCESS IN THIS UNIT

In this unit, students:

•  discover the processes dairy farmers use to ensure 
the growth and survival of their animals and pastures

•  investigate and explore new and existing practices 
used on Australian dairy farms to care for the 
environment, sustainably manage resources, 
maintain healthy farms and healthy cows

•  investigate how dairy farmers address competing 
considerations, including sustainability in the 
management of the farm and its resources

•  explore technologies, tools, equipment, procedures 
and systems used on dairy farms to raise cows, 
produce milk and maintain healthy farms

•  explore the ways dairy farmers might manage climate 
variability on dairy farms

•  use and apply concepts and ideas about how 
Australian dairy farms care for the environment, 
sustainably manage resources, maintain healthy 
farms and healthy cows 

•  design and deliver a presentation to give dairy 
farming an update and communicate new ideas 
and innovations used in sustainable dairy farming 
in changing times

•  reflect and evaluate what students know about 
how Australian dairy farms care for the environment, 
sustainably manage resources, maintain healthy 
farms and healthy cows

CURRICULUM OBJECTIVES

Based on Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority 
(ACARA) materials downloaded from the Australian Curriculum website 
in March 2015. ACARA does not endorse any changes that have been made 
to the Australian Curriculum.
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AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM CONTENT DESCRIPTIONS

Technologies

Design and Technologies: Knowledge and Understanding

Investigate how and why food and fibre are produced 
in managed environments ACTDEK021

Investigate how people in design and technology 
occupations (dairy farmers) address competing 
considerations, including sustainability in the design 
of products, services and environments for current and 
future use ACTDEK019

Design and Technologies: Processes and Production Skills

Generate, develop, and communicate design ideas and 
processes for audiences using appropriate technical 
terms and graphical representation techniques 
ACTDEP025

Develop project plans that include consideration of 
resources when making designed solutions individually 
and collaboratively ACTDEP028

General capabilities

Literacy; Information, Communication Technology (ICT) 
capabilities; Critical and creative thinking.

Science

Science Understandings: Biological science

The growth and survival of living things are affected by 
the physical condition of their environment ACSSU094

Cross Curriculum Priorities

Sustainability

OI 2: All life forms, including human life, are connected 
through ecosystems on which they depend for their 
wellbeing and survival.

OI.3: Sustainable patterns of living rely on the 
interdependence of healthy social, economic and 
ecological systems.

OI.7: Actions for a more sustainable future reflect values 
of care, respect and responsibility, and require us to 
explore and understand environments.

OI.8: Designing action for sustainability requires an 
evaluation of past practices, the assessment of scientific 
and technological developments, and balanced 
judgments based on projected future economic, 
social and environmental impacts.

Source: Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority (ACARA), 
downloaded from the Australian Curriculum website in March 2015. 
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• Australian dairy is a $13 billion farm, manufacturing 
and export industry, directly employing 43,000 
Australians on farms and in dairy processing.

•  Australia’s 6,400 dairy farms with over 1.65 million 
dairy cows produce around 9.24 billion litres of milk 
a year. On average a dairy cow produces 5,525 litres 
of milk every year.

•  Every year the average Australian drinks around 
107 litres of milk, eats around 13.5 kg of cheese, uses 
nearly 4 kg of butter and consumes 7.6 kg of yoghurt.

•  More than 100,000 Australians rely on dairy for their 
livelihoods, including vets, scientists, mechanics, 
financial advisers and feed suppliers.

•  98 percent of Australian dairy farms are family-
owned businesses.

•  Australian dairy quality and safety processes are 
among the best in the world.

•  Australia is the fourth largest dairy exporter in the 
world, exporting approximately 40 percent of dairy 
products produced to more than 100 countries. 
Major export markets include China, Japan, Singapore, 
Malaysia and Indonesia.

•  Australian dairy is a highly skilled industry. Dairy 
farmers need more than 170 different skills to run 
a successful farm business.

•  Australian dairy relies on innovation to boost 
profitability and productivity. More than $2.3 billion 
has been invested in farm technologies and 
innovation since 1980, resulting in more than twice 
as much milk per cow and a tripling in production 
from improved pasture. Investment includes ways 
to save water, lower greenhouse gas emissions 
and reduce fertiliser use.

•  Australian dairy is constantly investing, adapting 
and innovating to protect natural resources for 
future generations. Forty percent of dairy farms have 
a renewable energy system such as solar panels or 
solar hot water, 72 percent have fenced off some or 
all waterways to protect river health, 47 percent have 
some level of irrigation automation for more efficient 
water use and 47 percent manage part of their land 
for biodiversity conservation.

•  Cows belong to a group of animals called ruminants, 
which have four stomach compartments that play 
different roles in digesting food and making milk. 
Other ruminants include goats, sheep, giraffes and 
camels. It takes 50 to 70 hours for a cow to turn grass 
into milk. Depending on the breed, a cow can make 
between 25 and 40 litres of milk a day. Before a cow 
can start producing milk, she must have delivered 
a calf.

•  Cows eat about 20 kilograms of nutritious food a 
day – equivalent to 103 baked potatoes or 720 slices 
of bread! Cows can drink about 100 litres of water 
(a bathtub full) in a day.

TEACHER FACT SHEET: THE AUSTRALIAN DAIRY INDUSTRY FACTS AND FIGURES

Source: Dairy Australia legendairy.com.au; dairyaustralia.com.au
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Purpose

To provide students with opportunities to:

• share their knowledge about the things dairy farmers 
do to care for the environment, maintain healthy 
farms and healthy cows

• pool ideas and share with others

• gather information about student’s prior knowledge 
about how the growth and survival of dairy cows and 
pastures is affected by the physical conditions of their 
environment

• express what is known about ‘sustainability’

• develop skills in making connections between 
different ideas

• help set directions for an investigation

• provide data for assessment purposes

START WITH WHAT DAIRY FOODS THE CLASS EATS AND DRINKS

 Suggested for entire class

Dairy farmers do lots of things to care for the environment 
and maintain healthy farms and healthy cows.

Talk with students about how they care for the 
environment at home and at school.

Ask questions like:

To what extent has our school considered:

• reducing energy use by becoming more aware of 
where energy is used and taking steps to ensure that 
fans, lights and electrical appliances are turned off 
when not in use?

• identifying areas of energy savings at the school?

• replacing or supplementing the school’s energy 
supply with renewable energy sources such as 
wind power or photovoltaic’s?

• monitoring water usage in the school?

• mulching gardens to reduce water loss through 
evaporation?

• installing flow control devices to reduce the amount 
of water flowing from taps?

• using a landscape design to reduce the consumption 
of resources e.g. planting shade trees near 
buildings, adding mulch to garden beds, or 
installing drip irrigation?

• putting water conservation signs in the toilets, 
urinals, hand basins, sinks, showers and any other 
water outlets in and around school buildings?

• reducing, re-using and recycling classroom and 
school waste?

• building a worm farm to recycle food scraps and 
breed worms to enhance the soil in garden beds?

• creating a compost heap and using compost to add 
organic matter to the soil?

• enhancing or expanding habitats around the school 
for native fauna?

Ask similar questions about what actions are undertaken 
at home too!

STEP 1: DEFINE 
GETTING STARTED
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DE
FIN

ECAPTURE STUDENT INTEREST

 Suggested for entire class

Capture student interest and find out what they 
know about the ways dairy farmers might care for the 
environment; maintain healthy farms and healthy cows. 

Present a scenario

When people train to be a dairy farmer there are so many 
courses that they do to help them understand how to 
care for their cows, farm and the environment!

People can learn about how to:

• rear healthy cows

• handle livestock

• rear newborn calves

• operate tractors, quad bikes, motorbikes,  
trucks and utes 

• install and maintain fences

• care for the health and wellbeing of the cows

• manage and protect water on the farm

• monitor pastures and grazing areas

• provide feed for the cows

• coordinate milking processes

• operate dairy recycling programs

• operate irrigation systems

• manage the farm’s soil health

• maintain natural habitats on farms

• assess and monitor weeds and pests on the farm

Stimulate student curiosity and find out what they 
know about the ways dairy farmers might care for the 
environment in particular the habitats on the farm; 
maintain healthy pastures and healthy cows.

Talk about the Australian dairy industry and ask 
students to consider and discuss whether they think 
‘managing water, energy and waste on the dairy farm 
and enhancing the farm’s biodiversity’ is important?  
Why? or Why not? Does it matter?
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IT ALL STARTS WITH THE DAIRY FARM

 Suggested for entire class in their chosen group

Ask students to think about what they know about the 
processes dairy farmers use to ensure the growth and 
survival of their dairy cows and the pastures they need 
to graze and feed on. Ask students to share their ideas 
with a partner.

After sharing students’ ideas, make a list of sentences 
and phrases as a whole class. 

Discuss the need for quality pastures on dairy farms, 
as quality cows need quality feed to provide quality 

milk too. Turn off the sound in this video and view 
the quality of the pastures needed on dairy farms: 
youtube.com/watch?v=zJXmqmltzQs

Create a concept map identifying what is needed for 
healthy pastures on dairy farms.

Talk about what is known about things that might affect 
the growth and survival of the plants and animals on 
dairy farms and what students would like to find out 
about things that might affect the growth and survival 
of the plants and animals on dairy farms.

RESOURCES AND PRACTICES USED ON DAIRY FARMS

 Suggested for entire class

Talk with the students about the types of resources 
used by dairy farmers in their production processes. 
For example: soil to grow pastures, water to wash 
down the milking areas, pastures to feed the dairy cows, 
irrigation systems to water the pastures, dairy cows to 
produce milk, electricity to power the milking machines, 
trees to provide shelter for the dairy cows, water for the 
dairy cows, quad bikes and utes to move around the 
dairy farm, fenced areas for the calves, feeding systems 
for the calves, etc.

Ask questions about what it might mean to use these 
resources ‘sustainably’? Check students’ understanding 
of terms like ‘sustainable use’, ‘sustainable resource 
management’, ‘sustainable water use’, ‘water 
conservation’, ‘sustainable energy use’, ‘energy 
conservation’, ‘waste management’, ’natural vegetation 
replenishment’, ‘restoration of vegetation cover’ etc.

Brainstorm the known ‘natural resources’ used by dairy 
farmers. For example: sunlight, soil, rocks, minerals, 
water, air, vegetation/plants and animals.

As a class, identify and define terms that students are 
uncertain of. Once defined, ask students to explain the 
meanings of the terms to someone else.

Talk about the word ‘sustainability.’ As a class consider 
the differences between ‘environmental sustainability’, 
‘economic sustainability’ and ‘social sustainability’.

For example: When a dairy farmer thinks of being 
economically sustainable, they might ask themselves 
a question like ‘Are we sustainably profitable?’ or 
‘What do we need to do to make sure that the dairy 
farm provides a living for our family into the future?’

When a dairy farmer thinks of being socially sustainable, 
they might ask themselves a question like ‘Are we 
behaving in a way that the community will supports us in 
the future?’.

When a dairy farmer thinks of being environmentally 
sustainable, they might ask themselves a question like 
‘Are we maintaining our farms and their natural assets 
for future generations?’ or ‘How can we see and connect 
with the farm’s natural habitat so that future dairy 
farmers can succeed on it?’

Expand the topic and talk about sustainable practices 
used on dairy farms. Consider irrigation practices, pasture 
rotations, waste management, water re-use, resource 
recovery, fencing off rivers and streams, planting trees 
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and shrubs near rivers to stop erosion. Ask students to 
visualise what sustainable dairy farming might look like, 
sound like and feel like? 

Think about issues such as the farm’s environmental 
footprint, sustainable management systems to conserve 
soils, limit chemical usage, improve water use efficiency, 
reduce and re-use waste, recycle effluent and minimise 
energy usage.

Ask students to develop criteria describing the standards 
they feel describe ‘sustainable’ dairy farming. Share 
these as a class and display ideas for future reference.

As a class, build understanding by sharing ideas and 
record things that the class would like to know more 
about how a dairy farmer might address sustainable 
farming on their farm and in their business.

Encourage students to find examples of what actual 
dairy farmers are doing to address sustainable farming 
and bring their findings back to class. Share these to build 
a bigger picture of what is happening in the industry. 

Use the following activities to provide insights into dairy 
farming and the dairy industry who supply us with 
dairy products.

SETTING THE TASK

 Suggested for entire class

Note This is a suggested assessment task

Explain to the class, that their task will be to work in pairs 
or small groups, to research, record and collect information 
about dairy farms and their farm management practices 
that manage resources sustainably.

The scenario

Your advertising team has been approached by Dairy 
Australia to create a poster and e-Brochure to raise 
awareness about the sustainable practices in the dairy 
industry used to care for the environment; maintain 
healthy farms and healthy cows. 

Your team should develop an understanding of:

• what dairy cows need to grow and survive and 
produce milk

•  how Australian dairy farmers raise and produce 
dairy cows, maintain healthy farms and care for 
the environment

• the resources used on dairy farms

• the sustainable practices used on Australian 
dairy farms

• What happens when Australian dairy farmers strive to 
farm sustainably? 

Give dairy farming an update and communicate new 
ideas and innovations used in sustainable dairy farming 
in changing times.

Your task is to work in pairs or small groups, and design 
and produce a poster and an e-Brochure incorporating 
these topics.

Each pair or small group will also be asked to present 
their poster and e-Brochure to an audience later in 
the unit.

Introduce the high, low and no tech options are available 
to the students.

For the poster

High Tech Students can use block-poster software 
to transfer high-resolution graphics and pictures to 
a wall sized image.

Low Tech Students can use graphics and photo-editing 
software to produce a large poster.

No Tech Students can draw graphics and paste images 
from the internet on poster board.

Introduce students to Lucidpress, a free online poster 
maker. See lucidpress.com/pages/examples/free-
online-poster-maker

Highlight Glogster as another digital tool that can create 
posters at: edu.glogster.com

Also see digital tools that are available at Cool Tools 
for Schools. See cooltoolsforschools.wikispaces.com
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For the e-Brochure

High Tech Students can use software to transfer 
high-resolution graphics and pictures to produce 
a digital brochure.

Low Tech Students can use graphics and photo-editing 
software to produce a digital brochure.

No Tech Students can draw graphics and paste sourced 
images from the Internet on paper.

Introduce ‘Canva’ a free digital tool that can assist 
create brochures, presentations and more! Note that 
it has a great photo library that includes dairy cows! 
See canva.com/about

Also see digital tools that are available at Cool Tools 
for Schools. See cooltoolsforschools.wikispaces.com

Invite students to select their teams for the task and 
read the task sheet in Resource 1.1.
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LEARNING LOGS

 Suggested for entire class

Learning logs are useful for assessment purposes. Students could complete an entry at the beginning of the unit 
and then revisit it during and at the end of the unit to demonstrate their changed understandings.

At the end of the activities in the ‘define phase’ invite students to write ideas and questions about their task using 
a table like the one below.

What I know What I’m not sure about What I want to know
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STEP 2: DISCOVER 
DISCOVER SUSTAINABLE PRACTICES

Purpose

To provide students with opportunities to develop their 
understanding of:

• where Australian dairy farms are located

• how raising dairy cows and milk production can be 
affected by seasonal rainfall patterns

• sustainable practices used to raise cows and produce 
milk on Australian dairy farms 

• the technologies, tools, equipment, procedures 
and systems used to raise, milk dairy cows and 
produce milk 

• how to write a bibliography

• how to develop project plans and directions for 
their task

• a focus for the forthcoming experiences in the ‘Dream’ 
stage of the inquiry

LOCATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF AUSTRALIAN DAIRY FARMS

 Suggested for entire class

Talk with the class about where dairy farms are located 
in Australia.

Use dairyaustralia.com.au/Industry-information/About-
the-industry.aspx to find areas where dairy cows are 
raised and grown. 

Talk about how dairy farms are typically located in 
medium to high rainfall areas because dairy cows feed 
on native pastures and vegetation, as well as pastures 
that have been grown by the farmer which need good 
seasonal rainfall.

Explore maps to find the connection between climate 
and rainfall, and where dairy farms are located. See: The 
Bureau of Meteorology Climate Zone Map at bom.gov.
au/iwk/climate_zones/map_1.shtml and the Bureau of 
Meteorology Twelve Monthly Rainfall Totals Map at bom.
gov.au/jsp/awap/rain/index.jsp?colour=colour&time=la
test&step=0&map=totals&period=12month&area=nat

Ask students to discover the climate type most suitable 
for dairy farming, and to discover whether dairy farms 
typically need high, medium or low rainfall every year. 
Using Resource 1.2 ask students to identify dairy farming 
regions in Australia.
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DI
SC
OV

ER

FARMING PRACTICES

 Suggested for entire class

Brainstorm ways dairy farmers address competing 
considerations including economic, environmental and 
social sustainability in the design of their farms and the 
practices they use.

Introduce one of the most important conservation 
practices used on dairy farms, a practice of ‘fencing off 
riparian areas and protecting watercourses’ by reading 
the Envirostories ‘A Farming Family’ by Lucy Hickson.

Read ‘A Farming Family’ by Lucy Hickson at envirostories.
com.au/portfolio/2014-book66 and using page 9 of 
the story talk about why farm families might fence off 
areas near watercourses and leave native vegetation 
along the zone directly adjoining the watercourse that is 
known as a ‘riparian zone’. (For example: by planting trees 
and shrubs near rivers and along riparian zones dairy 
farmers help stop the soil from washing away when it 
rains (erosion). Fencing cattle out of rivers and waterways 
keeps cattle poo on the paddocks and stops polluting the 
water. Cattle poo also keeps the soil healthy by providing 
it with nutrients).

Learn more about fencing off waterways and dams 
from dairy cows, revegetating natural areas on farms 
and conserving biodiversity in and around dairy farms 
are important farming practices. View youtube.com/
watch?t=204&v=tHRDF_SniNw

Find out about how dairy farmers are keeping their 
landscapes healthy and clean and integrating a range 
of environmental practices with their farming practices 
at youtube.com/watch?v=ybxBCNBQLbs

Check out how schools have been involved in planting 
trees, sedges and grasses and creating buffer zones 
between the dairy cows and a rainforest at youtube.
com/watch?v=QfF1bKYPGWE

Talk about ‘irrigation’ on farms. Introduce irrigation 
techniques like ‘overhead sprinklers; flood irrigation; 
channel irrigation; under-tree irrigation; automatic 
irrigation systems and micro-sprinklers’. Ask students to 
imagine being a dairy farmer and in pairs discuss and list 
the irrigation system they might prefer to use on a dairy 
farm, giving reasons why. Explore a ‘Water Smart Farm’ 
and its use of energy and water efficient systems at 
dairy.edu.au/discoverdairy/learning-resources/videos/
watersmart-farms-university-of-sydney-dairy
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OTHER SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

 Suggested for entire class in their chosen group

Re-state to the class that they will be designing and 
producing a poster and e-Brochure to raise awareness 
about the sustainable practices used to care for the 
environment; maintain healthy farms and healthy cows. 
Each team should develop an understanding of:

• what dairy cows need to grow and survive and 
produce milk

•  how Australian dairy farmers raise and produce 
dairy cows, maintain healthy farms and care for 
the environment

• the resources used on dairy farms

• the sustainable practices used on Australian 
dairy farms

Invite teams to discover more about what some farmers 
are doing to sustainably manage their farms by exploring 
DairySAT. See dairysat.com.au

The dairy industry uses tools like DairySAT, the dairy 
industry’s environmental self-assessment tool. 
Farmers complete Dairy SAT and develop action plans for 
their farms.

Invite students to imagine being a farmer who uses 
DairySAT. (Note Students will need to log on with an email 
address and password, or alternatively using a teacher 

logon and the class whiteboard, the class could be 
introduced to the many ways dairy farmers use varying 
sustainable management practices to care for the 
environment; maintain healthy farms and healthy cows).

Once logged in, select ‘My DairySAT’ in the top toolbar 
and explore topics like: soil management, fertiliser 
management, effluent management, irrigation 
management, greenhouse gas emission reduction, 
energy and water conservation, pest and weed 
management, chemical use and the management 
of farm wastes. (Note Each topic area has useful 
information that is located using the top right hand 
corner button titled ’More about...’)

Build on understandings and learn about what Grant 
Archer is doing to make a success of numerous dairy 
ventures using sustainable practices on his dairy farm 
at abc.net.au/local/videos/2012/09/18/3592967.htm

Explore how dairy farmers are providing shade and 
shelter and protecting their cows from the sun and heat. 
View images on the Cool Cows website – coolcows.com.au

Collate ideas and record the sustainable practices that 
are discovered in the DairySAT tool, images and story for 
use in the posters and e-Brochures to be designed and 
produced in this unit.

EXPLORE DEEPER

 Suggested for entire class in their chosen group

Introduce students in their chosen teams to the ‘Discover 
Dairy’ website. Model how they can select the student 
navigation button and their year level to find images, 
videos, games and information about how dairy farmers 
raise cows, care for the environment, maintain healthy 
farms, including the technologies, equipment, procedures 
and systems used on dairy farms!

Read for information about:

•  actions dairy farms take to manage environmental 
issues on dairy farms at: dairy.edu.au/discoverdairy/
learning-resources/background-information/s22-
caring-for-the-environment
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•  actions dairy farmers take to care for their cows at: 
dairy.edu.au/discoverdairy/learning-resources/
background-information/s19-caring-for-our-animals

•  how dairy farms are managed at: 
dairy.edu.au/discoverdairy/learning-resources/
background-information/s21-a-day-on-the-farm

•  the use of technologies, equipment, procedures and 
systems used to raise, milk the cows and produce 
milk, for example robotic and automatic milking at:  
dairy.edu.au/discoverdairy/learning-resources/
background-information/s20-how-cows-make-milk 
and dailymotion.com/video/x17cxq5_latest-dairy-
farming-technology_news

Ask students to search these pages for images and 
information that can be source material for their poster 
and e-Brochure.

Ask students to record information they might need for 
their work samples.

Introduce students to ‘bibliographies’. Talk with the class 
about a bibliography, helping everyone know where 
students got their information from and it lets others 
know students are giving proper credit for their sources  
of information.

Talk about what to include in a bibliography. For example: 
‘A bibliography should list every source you use such 
as a book, a movie, a website, an interview or any 
information that did not come from you’.

Explain how a bibliography goes at the end of 
a work sample. See a template for student use 
at: globaleducation.edu.au/verve/_resources/
bibliography_frame.pdf

Model how to source the images and information 
students may have selected from the Discover 
Dairy website.

PLANNING THE TASK

 Suggested for entire class in their chosen group

Invite teams to grapple with the idea of developing 
project plans, describing how they might undertake 
the research and produce their poster and e-Brochure. 
See Resource 1.3.
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STEP 3: DREAM

Purpose

To provide students with opportunities to:

• develop a project plan and ideas about how their 
investigations will be conducted

• envision a solution for their presentation pieces

• brainstorm and share ideas

• explore ways dairy farmers might manage ‘climate 
risk’ on dairy farms

• imagine and visualise their presentation products

FRAMING THE PROJECT PLAN

 Suggested for entire class

Encourage the students to frame their project plan, refine 
their questions and clarify how their investigations will be 
conducted. For example:

• Listing and categorising what information they will 
collect under headings – what dairy cows need to 
grow and survive and produce milk; how Australian 
dairy farmers raise and produce dairy cows, maintain 
healthy farms and care for the environment; the 
resources used on dairy farms; and actions they take 
to use sustainable management practices; solutions 
available today; emerging innovations/inventions; 

• Preparing a project plan to outline information 
that needs to be gathered, who is responsible, 
and where they will seek information, how it will be 
gathered. The plan should also include identifying 
the materials, tools and equipment and planning 
and production steps required for making the poster 
and e-Brochure. For example:
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What do we  
need to do?

Who is going to do it  
and how?

How will we gather  
the information?

How can our products and 
processes be improved?

Create a poster and e-Brochure 
to raise awareness about the 
sustainable practices used to 
raise cows and produce milk 
on Australian dairy farms

Will we keep a wiki?

Will we keep a 
learning log?

Will we record all 
information?

Will we meet twice a 
week to share what we 
have found?

Meet and discuss

Find out what dairy cows need 
to grow and survive and produce 
milk; how Australian dairy 
farmers raise and produce dairy 
cows, maintain healthy farms 
and care for the environment; 
the resources used on dairy 
farms; and actions they take to 
use sustainable management 
practices; solutions available 
today; emerging innovations/
inventions

Record information and sources/
references

Web search

Search ‘Discover Dairy’ 
website

Go to the library and read 
for information

Share information in 
written form, create flow 
charts, find photos and 
case studies from the 
‘Discover Dairy’ website 
as evidence

Decide on what tools to use to 
create our poster and e-Brochure

Draft the poster and e-Brochure

Edit the poster and e-Brochure

Present the poster 
and e-Brochure
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VISUALISE

 Suggested for entire class in their chosen group

Ask students in their teams to close their eyes and 
visualise how dairy farmers might:

• improve irrigation systems and their performance

• design automated water trough filling systems

• improve the recycling of wastewater

• reduce methane emissions

• generate onsite power

• manage land for biodiversity conservation

• manage native habitats

• prevent wind and water erosion

• protect their stock from sun and heat

• redesign production sheds on the dairy farm for 
energy efficient cooling

• improve water capture and recycling

Ask students to list and line up the key concepts that 
feature in their poster and e-Brochure. Whilst listing the 
concepts students are to be encouraged to:

• visualise how to incorporate these ideas into their 
presentations

• discuss different ideas on how the concepts will be 
incorporated into their presentations

• document their ideas and plans

In their chosen groups, ask students to describe for each 
other what they have visualised.

A CHANGING CLIMATE

 Suggested for entire class in their chosen group

Talk about the importance of managing ‘climate change’ 
risk on dairy farms. Climate determines the growing 
conditions and climatologists predict that Australia’s 
climate will become warmer and drier, with changes to 
rainfall patterns and more extreme weather events like 
floods, fires and droughts.

Ask teams to view and listen to the following CSIRO 
videos and podcasts which discuss Australia’s adaptation 
to the impact of climate change. See:

• the video clip at: csiro.au/multimedia/climate-
adaptation-video.html

• the podcast at: csiro.au/multimedia/adaptation-
plan-for-agriculture.html 

• the podcast at: csiro.au/multimedia/Adapting-
agriculture-to-climate-change-how-to.html 

Ask the student teams to list the variety of ways 
adaptation responses are needed in the dairy industry, 
and to research whether these responses are already 
being done or considered for the future. Adaptation 
responses could include:

• protecting dairy cows from sun and heat

• climate controlled production sheds

• using water-based cooling systems such as misting 
in production sheds

• redesigning production sheds with passive heating 
or cooling

• generating onsite power

•  better water management including preparing 
the soil to catch every drop of water, drip irrigation 
systems instead of overhead systems and controlling 
weeds and pests that take moisture out of the soil

•  early warning systems for notifying farmers of 
impending heat stress conditions with an email 
or phone text alert system

• housing and raising dairy cows under shade-cloth

Note Teachers might like to read case studies describing 
how the dairy industry is responding to a changing 
climate at: frds.dairyaustralia.com.au
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CONSEQUENCES

 Suggested for entire class in their chosen group

Invite students to develop a ‘consequence wheel’ to 
explore the consequences of practices and processes 
the dairy farmers featured in the stories in the ‘Farmer 
Innovation Stories’ or earlier resources from the Discover 
Dairy website, made relating to the management of the 
farm’s resources. 

The issue is written in the centre of a sheet of paper and 
a series of concentric circles are then drawn lightly around 
it. The first question asked is “What are the immediate 
consequences?” See Resource 1.4 for an example.

Ask pairs or small groups to discuss what the 
repercussions might be and briefly write them around 
the first circle. Ask pairs or small groups to link each 
statement to the central point by a single line. Next, 
students discuss what consequences may follow 
on from the first ones. Following on, third and fourth 
order consequences can be explored and marked in 
a similar way.

Share consequence wheels and explore the difference 
between intended and unintended consequences for 
a range of issues.

HOPES, DREAMS AND WISHES

 Suggested for entire class in their chosen group

Ask students to share their hopes, dreams and wishes 
regarding what they might design and create. Expand 
on student’s ideas using questions for clarification. 
Encourage the extension of ideas. For example:

• What type of poster and e-Brochure might you create?

• What do you think they might look like?

• What mediums and digital tools might you use?

• What effects would you like to use?

• Who will do what in your group?

• Do your ideas meet the original task that was set?

• Are your ideas feasible?

• Will it work?

• Can it be accomplished?

Encourage students in each group to share ideas in 
a think-pair-share activity.
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CHOOSING COLOURS, LAYOUTS, FONTS

 Suggested for entire class in their chosen group

Talk with the students about the importance of capturing 
the audience’s interest and attention when producing 
their poster and e-Brochure. 

Ask students in their teams to check for:

Planning: Have we made a detailed plan of the layout of 
our poster and e-Brochure before starting?

Focal point: Have we included a clearly presented focal 
point (picture or heading)?

Headings: Have we included clear and informative 
headings to separate information? 

Text: Have we chosen a font type and size that is easy 
to read?

Graphics/Diagrams: Have we used labelled graphics? 
Are they referred to in the text? Have the graphics been 
placed in a logical spot?

Positioning: Have we positioned the content in a 
way that it easily directs the audience’s eyes to the 
next section?

Sourcing: Have we acknowledged our sources? Have we 
kept a virtual bibliography? Taking note of the web link 
(url), date information was sourced, what was found at 
each source: information text, or image. Have we found 
the author of the webpage? Date it was created?
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STEP 4: DESIGN

Purpose

To provide students with opportunities to:

• explain sustainable practices used on dairy farms

• design and create their presentations

• gather information from a range of sources

• develop skills of formulating questions and 
gathering data

• develop communication and design skills

• share their posters and e-Brochures

APPROACHES TO INTERCONNECTED SUSTAINABLE PRACTICES  
TO MAINTAIN HEALTHY ENVIRONMENTS, FARMS, COWS AND MILK

 Suggested for entire class in their chosen group

Using the information gathered, each team prepares 
their presentation featuring the sustainable practices 
used to care for the environment, maintain healthy 
farms, raise cows and produce quality milk on Australian 
dairy farms.

Invite students in their groups to begin designing their 
poster and e-Brochures.

If the class has digital devices available to the 
students, revisit digital tools that can be used to 
create their presentation.

Ask students to agree on the high-, low-, or no-tech 
environments that they have decided to use for their 
presentations. 

Encourage students to use their collected information, 
case studies and creativity as part of their presentations.

Invite students to record ‘information they think is 
important’ for their posters and e-Brochures, to explain 
and raise awareness about the sustainable practices 
used to care for the environment, maintain healthy farms 
and healthy cows. 

EXPLANATIONS

 Suggested for entire class in their chosen group

Ask students in their chosen team to begin drafting their 
explanation of sustainable practices that are used to 
care for the environment; maintain healthy farms and 
healthy cows. 

Remind them to go back and interpret the evidence they 
have viewed, read and talked about in previous activities, 
and to keep an accurate bibliography.
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STEP 5: DELIVER
PRESENTATION PLANNING AND DELIVERY

Purpose

To provide students with opportunities to:

• share their posters and e-Brochures

• apply what they have learned and communicate  
how the presentations were produced

• plan their presentation 

• share investigation findings

GOING FURTHER WITH THE PLANNING OF THE STUDENTS’ PRESENTATION

 Suggested for entire class in their chosen group

Invite students to confirm the ideas planned for their 
posters and e-Brochures that aim to raise awareness 
about the sustainable practices used to care for the 
environment; maintain healthy farms and healthy cows. 

Ask students to finalise their presentations. Invite them 
to summarise what they have learned in a journal log  
or reflection.
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SEND OUT A COMMUNIQUÉ

 Suggested for entire class

Share information with the students’ families about their 
class investigations. 

Dear Parents and Friends

This term the students explored the sustainable practices used by 
Australian dairy farmers to care for the environment; maintain healthy 
farms and healthy cows. 

In teams, the students were tasked to create a poster and 
e-Brochure to raise awareness about the sustainable practices used.

You are invited to see and learn more about the sustainable practices 
used by Australian dairy farmers to care for the environment; maintain 
healthy farms and healthy cows on (insert date and time). Please let 
me know if you can attend.

DELIVER THE PRESENTATION

 Suggested for entire class

Note This is the suggested assessment activity

Invite students to put their plans into ideas into 
action and present their posters and e-Brochures 
to an audience! 
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STEP 6: DEBRIEF
THINK BACK AND DEBRIEF

Purpose

To provide students with opportunities to:

•  revisit and reflect on their final products and 
processes used to determine what was done well 
and what could be done better

• provide a source of data for assessment

To provide teachers with:

•  insights into students’ understandings and attitudes, 
as well as their perceptions of their own strengths 
and weaknesses

DEBRIEF

 Suggested for entire class in their chosen group

Involve students in a de-brief session and ask them 
in their teams to look at their final products and the 
processes they used to design and make them. 

Ask questions like:

• What worked well?

• What didn’t?

• What could have been done better?

• What were the strengths of what you did?

• Were there any weaknesses?

• Were there any limitations in the processes you used?

• What could be done differently next time?

REFLECTIONS

 Suggested for entire class

Ask students to complete a self-assessment using 
the following questions as a guide:

• What did you learn in this unit?

• What questions did it make you think of?

• How well did you understand the task that was set?

•  What do you now know about the sustainable 
practices used by Australian dairy farmers to care

• For the environment; maintain healthy farms and 
healthy cows?

• How much do you know about what knowledge dairy 
farmers need to produce their products?
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REFERENCES AND RESOURCES

Resource 1.1 Task sheet

Your advertising team has been approached by Dairy 
Australia to create a poster and e-Brochure to raise 
awareness about the sustainable practices used 
to care for the environment; maintain healthy farms 
and healthy cows. 

Your team should develop an understanding of:

• what dairy cows need to grow and survive and 
produce milk

•  how Australian dairy farmers raise and produce 
dairy cows, maintain healthy farms and care for 
the environment

• the resources used on dairy farms

• the sustainable practices used on Australian 
dairy farms

What happens when Australian dairy farmers strive 
to farm sustainably? Give dairy farming an update 
and communicate new ideas and innovations used 
in sustainable dairy farming in changing times.

Your task is to work in pairs or small groups, and 
design and produce a poster and an e-Brochure 
incorporating these topics.

Each pair or small group will also be asked to present 
their poster and e-Brochure to an audience later in 
the unit.
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Resources you might use include:

Discover Dairy
dairy.edu.au/discoverdairy/topics/farm-life/dairy-
farming-in-australia

dairy.edu.au/discoverdairy/topics/farm-life/dairy-
farmers

dairy.edu.au/discoverdairy/topics/farm-life/dairy-cows

dairy.edu.au/discoverdairy/topics/farm-life/innovation

dairy.edu.au/discoverdairy/topics/farm-life/dairy-
industry

dairy.edu.au/discoverdairy/learning-resources/
background-information/s22-caring-for-the-
environment

dairy.edu.au/discoverdairy/learning-resources/
background-information/s19-caring-for-our-animals

dairy.edu.au/discoverdairy/learning-resources/
background-information/s21-a-day-on-the-farm

dairy.edu.au/discoverdairy/learning-resources/
background-information/s20-how-cows-make-milk 

Dairy Australia
coolcows.com.au

Dairying for Tomorrow
dairysat.com.au

CSIRO
csiro.au/multimedia/climate-adaptation-video.html

csiro.au/multimedia/adaptation-plan-for-agriculture.
html 

csiro.au/multimedia/Adapting-agriculture-to-climate-
change-how-to.html 

Digital Tools
cooltoolsforschools.wikispaces.com

lucidpress.com/pages/examples/free-online-poster-
maker

edu.glogster.com

canva.com
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Resource 1.2 Dairy farming regions in Australia

www.dairy.edu.au/discoverdairy

FROM FARM TO PLATE
MIDDLE/UPPER PRIMARY
STUDENT WORKSHEET

Dairy Farming Regions in Australia
On the map of Australia below, mark where the main dairy farming regions are found and briefly explain what makes 
these locations suitable.
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Resource 1.3 Project plan

What do we  
need to do?

Who is going to do it  
and how?

How will we gather  
the information?

How can our products and 
processes be improved?

Create a poster and e-Brochure 
to raise awareness about the 
sustainable practices used to 
raise cows and produce milk 
on Australian dairy farms

Find out what dairy cows need 
to grow and survive and produce 
milk; how Australian dairy 
farmers raise and produce dairy 
cows, maintain healthy farms 
and care for the environment; 
the resources used on dairy 
farms; and actions they take to 
use sustainable management 
practices; solutions available 
today; emerging innovations/
inventions

Record information and sources/
references

Decide on what tools to use to 
create our poster and e-Brochure

Draft the poster and e-Brochure

Edit the poster and e-Brochure

Present the poster 
and e-Brochure
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Resource 1.4 Consequence wheel

Consequence wheels are used to explore wide ranging 
consequences that can follow from actions, issues or 
trends in the present. Look at the example below.

Decide on an issue that is part of understanding 
sustainable resource management practices. Place the 
focus in the centre of the consequence wheel. Then, 
explore the focus by asking the question “What are 
the immediate consequences?” 

Write the immediate consequences in the inner ring 
around the main idea. Link each consequence to the 
main idea with a single line. This indicates that they 
are first order consequences. Continue exploring second, 
third and forth order consequences using the outer circle.

Whic
h ca

n increase milk production and farm health

When dairy 
farmers 

implement 
sustainable 

practices

Which
 enables dairy farmers to maintain assets for future generations

En
vir

onmental resources are conserved
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Use the four concentric circles below to explore the 
consequences of an action, issue or trend relevant to the 
sustainable management of resources on dairy farms.
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